In this paper we study the range of the isometry on H arising from an inner function which is zero at zero by composition. 
ABSTRACT.
In this paper we study the range of the isometry on H arising from an inner function which is zero at zero by composition. The range of such an isometry is characterized as a closed subspace % of H (weakclosed for p = oo) satisfying the following: (i) the constant function 1 is in \ ; (ii) if / e % and g £ /7°° D 11, then fg e )R; (iii) if / e JB has inner-outer factorization /= X • F, then X is in % ; (iv) if ¡ß : a f 8 I is a collection of inner functions in %, then the greatest common divisor of \Ba: a e 8 S is also in Î1Î ; and (v) (2) P^(l) = 1;
(4) I|Pj/IL < ll/IL» tnat is, P , is a contraction operator on Lp;
(5) Pi is a projection, P , = P , ;
(6) /(P/ • g dm = ifiP^dm for / £ Lp, g £ L«, ï/p + l/q = 1;
(7) the range of P , is Lp(iB) , the set of functions in Lp measurable with respect to m, where P , is considered as an operator on Lp.
We state the following Lemma adapted from Rota [9] without proof. We now use the special assumptions on d>. Since d) is inner, çb7<p = cj \ and a polynomial p(qj, $) in cA and cf> has the form S"=_ c .cbK Using this we can obtain Lemma 2. P • leaves Hp invariant, 1 < p < oo.
Proof. Consider first p = 2. Since d> is inner with çS(o) = 0, \(ß': j an integer! is an orthonormal set in L2. By Lemma 1, this orthonormal set spans L2($) s ran P ,. By (5) and (6) Note that, for / £ H°°, k. £ K, using properties (2)- (4) for ;>0, 5lU/r(¿). (II) (i) // F £ H00 has inner-outer factorization F= yG and "ni C H reduces Tp, then % reduces T and T .
(ii) // \B -a e (a\ is a collection of inner functions, JSi C H reduces T" for all a £ (3, then 3H reduces B = g.c.d. \B = a £ Q\. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
